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to come to Japan. It would also be very interesting to make a comparison with the Japanese-
American descendants born in occupied Japan. What difference did it make to be born out of a 
union of a Japanese man with a European woman, versus an American man, either black or white 
(which is an additional complicating factor) with a Japanese woman? How did changing victorious 
or defeated positions of men play a role in this?  These are questions that are still open for debate 
















































































































































































































































































































































????????First I want to thank you for your questions. It is always very interesting to 
have interdisciplinary comments because that broadens up your mind. Your ﬁ rst point was about 
oblivion and the concealment of war experiences, your question was whether that was intentional 
or unintentional. As far as children of Japanese fathers and Indisch mothers are concerned, their 
background was kept secret for them for a very long time, at least in most of the cases. The reason 
was pragmatical, practical and very easy. Mostly inhabitants of the Netherlands East Indies during 
the Japanese occupation had had very bad experiences with the Japanese military and the Japanese 
occupiers –Japanese men were seen as the ultimate enemy. Any association with this enemy in the 
post-war situation and in the post-war Netherlands was difficult for them. One of the important 
reasons was that these people used to live in colonial Indonesia. Partly because of the Japanese 
occupation they were expelled from the colony - they ﬁ nally lost their home - they were already 
losing the colony but the Japanese occupation was the last important step towards independence. 
So for people who came from Colonial Indonesia to the Netherlands, this was a very problematic 
issue. Their mothers, some of them at least, had been married before the war already. Some of them 
had not been married, but after the war they had somehow to see that they found a new husband. 
We are talking mid 1940s, late 1940s, it was not that easy at that time for women with children to 
be economically independent. The mothers had their own reasons for concealment. From the part 
of the mothers it was deﬁ nitely intentionally. In a group of thirty people I interviewed I only heard 
about two mothers who were very open about the Japanese background of the father's child.
Your second question was about the point in time, in the 1990s, when these organisations came into 
being. And you were asking if it was a change in society or a change in generation. I think it's a 
combination of these things. As I mentioned there were three moments in the lives of these children 
that they somehow experienced something about their half-Japanese background. When they 
were very small they didn't have the opportunity to express it because in society the anti-Japanese 






Then to finish, the grandchildren, of course, it is also a relational thing because on these 
reconciliation strips also a few grandchildren came to Japan. And they're very interested to come 
here. What I saw until now, but this research is not yet completed, is that it is mostly the children 
of very active parents who are also active in this sense. Because if your parent doesn't tell you 
something or doesn't say anything about this half Japanese background many of these children don't 
even know, so they don't have a clue, and they don't have a starting point. Only the children who are 
related to those who are active in these groups are very interested. And there is a division between 
the two groups. One group mainly seems to concentrate on the ﬁ rst generation. When all are dead or 
gone then automatically this group will die out. The other group now is very much trying to interest 




























































































































































































































































































On 7 March 2009, the IASR organized the first symposium in the series "Ominous Origins: 
Societies Forged by War". The symposium was a considerable success, with excellent papers, as 
well as excellent discussions, thanks not least to the lucid commentators and audience reactions. 
The ﬁ rst session, with presentations by professors Se Yin (Beijing Normal University) and Chun 
(Seoul National University) and comments by professor Yama (Kwansei Gakuin University), 
focused on the role of Japanese ethnology and anthropology in the Japanese empire. Their papers 
and the following discussion focused on the dual role the social sciences played in the imperial 
expansion of Japan. The efforts of ethnologists were useful to the colonial project, which in turn 
offered opportunities for the ethnologists. As both papers showed, however, Japanese academics 
also in part shaped the policies and ideology underpinning the empire. As professor Chun noted, 
moreover, there was considerable continuity between wartime and postwar ethnology. 
The Second session, with papers by Eveline Buchheim (The Netherlands Institute for War 
Documentation) and Kiyoshi Abe (?????????????????????????) and comments by Tsutomu 
Watanabe ???????????????????????????focused on questions of ethnicity and identity. 
Buchheim presented her ongoing research into the offspring of Dutch-Indonesian women and 
soldiers of the Japanese Imperial army in Indonesia. This presentation gave a rare but enlightening 
insight in the identity struggle of children, now of course adults, from relationships between 
members of mutually inimical groups. The mere fact that many of these, now of course elderly, 
children are still very actively investigating their background is testament to the particularly long 
shadow cast by war into private life. 
After this presentation, which essentially focused on outsiders' interpretations and appropriations of 
a Japanese identity, professor Abe contextualized the previous papers with a lecture on the changing 
ethnic identity of the Japanese themselves. He argued that Japanese imperialism had made multi-
cultural, multi-ethnic national self-image politically expedient. After the war, however, this was 
changed to a public ideology emphasizing the ethnic singularity and cultural uniqueness of the 
Japanese. Interestingly, the once strong notion of Japan as a multicultural empire appears to have 
been not only replaced, but also completely forgotten. This leads, according to Abe, not only to a 
historically inaccurate image, but also to an institutionally racist and xenophobic national discourse.
??
???? ?????????????????
Taken as a whole, this symposium was enlightening in a number of respects. In keeping with the 
title, it revealed that the legacy of the relatively brief period of violence and conquest in the middle 
of the Twentieth Century remains profound. It also showed, however, that that legacy exists to an 
extent by choice. Choice by politicians and perhaps societies as a whole. Especially the ﬁ rst session, 
moreover, pointed at the role the social sciences themselves can play in the creation and destruction 
of ethnic identities. Given that the audience was made up of predominantly social scientists, this 
was both a sobering and an important message. 
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